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ABSTRACT

This present project has the objective to respond the problem of strategies that teachers

need to apply in English grammar teaching using a descriptive work. English grammar is

an organized reason of the way how we express toward the others from the point of view

of each language, it has to see with its uses considering that it will help to promote the

necessity to enrich the value of speaking English. It also creates a big lack of interest for

students to learn the English language; moreover the teacher does not make the effort to

seek new strategies in which the student can learn to have a correct learning in a practice

and dynamic way. A good class is when teacher applies strategies to teach the language

in a fast way but correctly, many times the teacher does not have the appropriate level to

give his or her class, and if he or she does it, he will do with a poor teaching, that will

affect the students learning and also in different features of English language for example:

uses of rules, uses of adjectives and adverbs, comparatives and superlatives, articles,

modal auxiliaries, conditionals, quantifiers, indirect style, questions and answers,

prepositions and conjunctions, pronouns, nouns, verbal times, infinitive verbs, passive

voice, topics of English, vocabulary, the style guide and the composition. Due to the

problem it will explain to each point with important information that help you to achieve

the goal, establishing the results and responding with success teacher’s questions.
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1. INTRODUCTION

To teach a second language is the most important issue every day in all

educative levels, even more where English has become a necessity in this globalized

world. When it is taught a second language, it has to focus not only in the structures but

also in the strategies to English grammar teaching and the correct learning.

In education the high schools and schools observe that teachers manage

inadequate strategies at the moment to give classes; this affect negatively in the level that

students have. It believes that strategies used within the classroom are very important

because through them, it is possible to get an effective learning.

The objective of this present work is suggest strategies to teachers in order to

teach correctly the structures of English Grammar to students. Firstly, this work focuses

in the definition of English with the goal to stand out several aspects of English language

then, it gives a few concepts with relation to English grammar to deepen the topic said

before and eventually, it analyzes some strategies that the teacher needs to use for a

correct teaching and learning in the students.

Some authors do not think the same the way as the others do, for example:

(Nunan, 1991) Says that a really important task is which links teachers and

students at the moment to teach the second language and that teaching is making a natural

use and using perfect and appropriate ways to teach, one of it could be the use of adequate

strategies.

According to (Burnaby and Bell, 1984) who points out that when a teacher is

going to teach a class, it could be any speaking or writing class, he must have control

about the context, for example: the sentences structures, vocabulary, etc., English

grammar always goes within it. He knows how to teach.

On the other hand (Brown and Yule, 1983) Suggest four elements that affect a

person who wants to learn a second language, one of them is the context that includes

grammar, structures, and all about grammar can prevent an effective learning, so the

correct use of strategies can help teachers manage a class.



After a few opinions said above, a second language is not easy to be taught, but

also to be learnt. Strategies help teachers to teach a class and to get students to learn in a

fast and good way.

To use strategies to help teacher to lead an English grammar class in a proper

way during his teaching, for the teachers who give classes, do not get an adequate level

to teach English grammar, that at the moment to write a paragraph, impacts students when

making grammar mistakes.



2. PRACTICAL SOLVING WORK

The lack of teaching strategies have caused boredom, stress and fatigue in the

students, so that it does not take the motivation of students need to learn and this is

because of the teachers low knowledge that limit the teaching.

English

The foreign language learning provides more advantages in the professional

world, pathetically in these days, students do not get interest in it, they do not see the

foreign language learning as a point of their favor, in abilities development for their work

field performance, so, this phenomenon is reflected through the low indexes of English

which is domained in many countries around the world. According to (Palencia, Julio

diciembre de 2014), to learn a foreign language, offers more ways and opens many doors

in the work field. English teaching is important because of its use inside and outside the

country, it offers an out number of opportunities for the human being. Generally speaking,

the teaching of this language has to see with the amount of time learners give to this

subject; in some cases this is seen as one more within the academic curriculum, on the

other hand two hours per day is not enough, neither for the teaching nor for the learning.

(NIÑO-PUELLO, 2013, pág. 243) Says that, English has been expressed in many cultures

and it has influenced from the most specific, to the most general issue, for instance:

custom and the daily life. It is important to know that a language is learned according to

the communication people have every day. This language is producing enormous social

harmony every day, it is also generating help in the education to get the habitual benefic

and enriching the opportunities such as: intelligence, humanism, etc. There is From

(Cristal, 2004) quoted by (NIÑO-PUELLO, 2013) says that some scientists and

technologists were the ones who managed English language first, so people have to

interpret or transcribe English that is why now, people can see English in research and

most of things.



English Grammar

Through the days, the idea of grammar has changed and it is still changing with

every thought of language. It can be said that grammar is a set of rules composed inside

a language, where sentences or phrases of a document must be done correctly. A teacher

must be well aware of the grammar structure to teach properly, because English grammar

can help learners become good writers getting a more precise understanding about the

language, and it is the way to learn some structures that are used in documents,

paragraphs, essays, etc. Grammar studies the language integrant of an exact way, for

instance, when a person speaks or writes. The preparations will help learners to use the

grammar learned in the right way. As (Kotseruba, 2015, págs. 231-235) says, this

knowledge makes the ability of a language be simple at the moment to explain each of its

parts with its respective categories and as links itself to create the meaning of the sentence

such as: it can be a phrase, paragraph or a lecture, obviously, he or she has to know how

to do it with pertinent and domain. In education, it is an indispensable factor that

institutions or high schools teach grammar uses, rules and meaning of many words, for

that it is really important to know that without grammar, life will not have meaning. From

(Concha, 2009) quoted by (Kotseruba, 2015) “Kotseruba defines that a particular

grammar directs the classification of the thinking and the refining spirit, in the daily life

of each person that emphasized and boast himself or herself for all body parts of his or

her expressions. (Halliday, 2013) Says that, “when people write or speak, they make text,

and this text refers to any language, tongue or dialect in any field that have logic to the

person who has a perfect domain and know the language very well that the learner wants

to use. Every people who know how to speak and write, are grammarian so for a person

the text has a great value in many dimensions. To finish this author (Rodriguez, 2013,

pág. 60) says, “The grammar has to be with the calligraphy because it depends of the

correct understanding and meaning of words that are used in a paragraph, and it is also a

linguistic theory that is connected with the knowledge of each person leading to the

language. Also to make a reference of it Rodriguez said before (José Lopez Ramma,

2012) says that, grammar has come installing and it still in the same inside of a place that

is the center of second language teaching.



Grammar Teaching Role

Grammar teaching join different meanings, for instance: it chooses the

understanding of the second language (L2) using the mother tongue (L1) and it develops

a fleeting fight at the same time; it is going to develop its Interlingua. The teacher lets his

students know through brainstorming the topic about grammar that is going to teach in

his class, so the teacher can get excellent results and makes students assimilate correctly.

Grammar teaching role as (José Lopez Ramma, 2012) says: “in old times, within the

languages teaching, grammar has been a function given by a group of linguistis and

pedagogy theories nowadays, grammar has progressed considering which affect basically

in the educational in the learning process and the teaching areas linking with all the

languages study. Although it is necessary to note that in these days there are many

teachers without an adequate level and a high level within the academic world, the student

learns from the teacher, and also the teacher learns from the student, but for the teacher

to learn from the student, it is like one more experience in his academic curriculum that

will help teach better. By the contrary, when the student learns from the teacher, students

do not get any experience, they learn in a wrong way and go to the next class without

contents and it is reflected at the moment they are evaluated.

Didactic Strategies

Didactic strategies are very important because, teacher can give a class

managing a topic, getting good results to students, who can understand and create a

comfortable space, and the students can participate and learn with mistakes made in class.

Within the teaching-learning process it is possible to face the relation subject/object study

in tree epistemology issue, (Fernández, 2012) explains the first issue reveals the link

teacher – student developing the general, educational, etc., to continuous with the

learning; the second issue reveals the teacher interaction with the object, placing the

student as a listener. The learning cannot be evidenced without the students involvement

in these two issues; and the last issue reveals students interaction with the object where

the teacher just sees and evaluates knowledge, abilities and skills of the student. It is

important to note that if teacher is active in class, students are active in class as well; if

the teacher is not active and does the same thing every day; time after time, the student

will be the same. According to (Mora) the teaching career applies for fastening integrated

of a series of components and resources referents to the diversity related with the school



context, constituting the project and the learning assessment something correct, it is that

a dynamic class is worth more than a bored class, in many situations the student has

learned more with a dynamic class although teachers say that the classes have nothing to

do with games and is better to read and speak for large hours, but it is not all correct, the

student learns in agreement on what teacher uses in class. The teacher has to have a plan

about how he is going to teach and it has to be in a beautiful way where students learn,

research, ask and interact the classroom and they are keen to learn new things and not

limit their knowledge.

Learning Strategies

Stating to (Llera) says that, the learning strategies are occupations series,

systems and procedures that show a relationship with students’ necessities, the goal that

investigate and the essence of their knowledge, with the unique objective to make the

effective learning development. Here, some strategies to learn English Grammar:

 Think and use: the students should think about the right rule and apply it

according to their need. Thus they will learn.

 Books: they are an important tools in the learning process of English, the student

must highlight the grammatical structure they do not understand, then look for the

meaning and write examples.

 TV and films: watching these tools help the brain absorbs the grammatical

structure, which are been applied, even though the receptor does not understand

at all, at the beginning the student will relate this so when the teacher explains

about it, he will know making it easier.

 Compare with the mother tongue: comparing both languages would help

finding similarities in those two tongues.



Teaching Strategies

Teacher Career is the most difficult profession to study because the human being

is formed by the teacher, and the teacher has to work with different people every day

where a group of students will learn faster than others, that is why teacher always has to

be trained. This is also one of the career which changes every hour and every time due to

the researches appear and make students not to want to study. For this reason is significant

to those who have chosen this career, have to keep in mind that education is the base to

an effective learning according to the strategies and the way each teacher has; those

procedures given in class, promote and add each achievement that each student gets.

However, the teacher’s function is to complement all student gained before. Teaching

strategies are the ones the teacher implements in his class and, they are added to students

to facilitate a deep knowledge and a process of information. (Giordano2) Says that: to the

understanding of teaching, the strategies performed in the classroom, should give an open

way to the formation of students. It means that teaching strategies are those models, tasks,

experiences, etc., that the teacher uses to manage the process he wants to follow. Teaching

the basic about common rules will encourage students to get confidence and practice more

often, which would make them reduce their mistakes. Practicing several times, would

help students improve their learning at the moment of teaching the rules, in that way

students will not get confused. For teachers get very good results in his teaching process,

he needs to pay attention to this:

Firstly, the explanation has to be more clarified and precised within the

classroom, for students not to get lost, so it is really important for teachers to make a

short, but rich explanation because the teaching quality is worthier than the teaching

quantity, in such a way that students are ready to ask and learn. Secondly, there has to be

an exchange of ideas, when the class is just spoken by the teacher, the student has not the

opportunity to participate, but when inside the classroom, there is an exchange of ideas,

the students will be able to give their opinion and point of views. Thirdly, it is always

necessary that the teacher leaves all in class and give all classwork, this will help students

know whether they are really learning or not, and to see what thing they have to get better

and even the teacher can see which things have to be explained more. Furthermore, to

work with evaluations about each student formation process, when can be effective, also

it can help teacher to advance quickly and can cover with all topic he proposed at the

beginning of the class. And eventually to give opportunities to the students in an effective



way to organize, stablish knowledge and can evaluate themselves in class, this will

reinforce their achievements with each step given in class. Next, there are some teaching

strategies that will help teacher in class:

 The use of examples: the main objective of this is to learn what is happening in

the world.

 Memorize the grammatical rules: is easy if the person collects vocabulary.

 The auto-correction within class: after finishing a lesson or a practical work in

class, the teacher must deliver a practice sheet to each of them in order to make

them realize about their mistakes evaluating their classmates test.

 Using the mother tongue: because at the moment to write or speak something in

English, they can relate both skills.

 Role plays: they are nice to increase vocabulary, and the teacher must instruct

them first, some examples are the next questions; “How many time do you want

to stay here?” “Where is my room key?” Would you like to check in now or late?”

“What would you prefer a single or double room? Using all of these, both the

students and the teacher will enrich their vocabulary at the same time.

According what was mentioned before to focus on teaching, the teacher should

consider “pair work” and “group work” when he wants to teach. For example: Pair work

has the objective “students produce sentences and make questions using vocabulary in

relation with the other student.”

To finish, it is important to say that when the teacher gives an English grammar

class whatever the topic, he needs to take these strategies when will help him teach in the

right way. (MALEY, 1997) And (CANDLIN, 1991) give two examples about how the

teacher has to give an English Grammar class.



Example N°1 (See Annexes, page 27) it needs to contain these strategies:

 “1.16 Naturally Healthy”

 “Topic”

 “Language Points”

 “Preparation”

 “Warm-Up”

 “Pre-Text Vocabulary”

 “Text”

 “Notes”

Example N°2 (See Annexes, page 28) it could also contain only these strategies:

 “Topic: A Future/Past Questionnaire”

 “Level”

 “Time”

 “Grammar Structures”

 “In Class”



3. CONCLUSIONS

After having synthesized and interpreted, (Llera) ends saying that strategies are

systems that show a relationship among necessities and students with the goal to get an

effective learning and improve the language use.

The lack of strategies by teachers has caused boredom, stress and fatigue in

students; this is because of the low teachers levels that are limited to teach properly. It is

important to know that strategies are a necessity within the development of class for that

the teacher has to manage the language.

The teacher role is to be a guide in the assimilation and construction of

knowledge and a support to students where the strategies are given premeditatedly by

teachers to stimulate the teaching.

According to (Carvajal Portuguez, 2013), it is necessary to train, prepare and

evaluate to teachers with the goal students learn the language and be able to communicate

through it. It is also important to give accurate examples in the explanation that teacher

is giving, so that students can relate some examples with the environment; the teacher

needs to use flashcards, this will help him get an active teaching and efficient learning

upon his students.

When students ask and respond in class, they are using grammar rules taught by

teacher before and if students have to memorize those grammatical structures he or she

must found similarities and differences first; they also can create stories and jokes because

it is much better for students to remember fun and silly things than boring and ordinary

things.
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Example N°1:

1.16. Naturally Healthy

TOPIC

Health

Nature

LANGUAGE
POINTS

Present Simple tense for general statements

Adverbs of frequency

First conditional construction

PREPARATION Collect some natural herbs and medicinal flowers to bring to class.

WARM-UP

1. Start the session by asking the students what they do when they feel sick
(unwell).

2. Show the class the herbs and flowers you have brought in and elicit
comment, for example, have any of your students ever used herbal
medicine? Do they know anyone who has? What kind of results were
obtained?

3. Discuss with your students different medical customs and practices
throughout the world throughout history (east versus west, ancient versus
modern times).

PRE-TEXT

VOCABULARY

Herb (n) a flowering plant used in cooking or medicine.

Nervous (adj) feeling uneasy or worried.

Tense (adj) unrelaxed.

To relax (v) to rest and feel at ease.

Chamomile (n) a flowering plant used as a medicine.

TEXT

1. - People usually go to the doctor or chemist when they feel sick. 2. - However,
you can often help yourself with natural medicines and herbs. 3. - For example, if
you drink warm milk with honey, you will sleep well. 4. - If you feel nervous or
tense, a cup of chamomile tea will relax you. 5. - For thousands of years, nature
has helped people to help themselves.

NOTES S1 usually – Adverbs of frequency usually take a mid-position between the
subject (people) and the verb (go). This also applies to you can often help (see
S2).

S2 however – This is a sentence connector indicating contrast.

S3 if you drink …. you will sleep – This is the first conditional construction (if
followed by will in the main clause). Another example occurs in S4.

S5 nature – The word could also have a capital: Nature.

S5 has helped – The use of present perfect simple tense allows for the concept to
continuity from past to present.

S5 to help – Here the to may be omitted.

S5 themselves – The reflexive pronoun refers back to people.



Example N°2:

A future / past questionnaire

Level Elementary and above

Time 30 min.

Grammar structures Past simple/present perfect

In class

1. Ask each student to think silently about him/herself in 20 years’
time. What will he/she have done, seen, achieved/not achieved etc.
by then? Allow the students at least 5 minutes to collect their
thoughts.

2. Tell the students they are going to move forward in time 20 years
and write the date on the blackboard, e.g.:
It’s May 20th, 2012.

3. Pair the students and ask each to interview the other about the
“last 20 years” of his/her life.
Students are likely to ask questions with the present perfect tense,
so it might be a good idea to prepare them for the interview
session by getting them to find out specific dates and details of
such things as completion of studies, moves, places visited,
marriage, birth of children and so on.


